Afghanistan and Middle Eastern politics - academic (new and key backlist)

Losing Control
Global Security in the Twenty-first
Century
Pluto Press (Marston Book Services)
20 July 2021
New, updated edition of the bestselling book that
predicted post-9/11 global insecurity
'Outstanding ... combines a glimpse behind the security
screens with a sharp analysis of the real global insecurities growing inequality and unsustainability' - New
Internationalist

9780745343679
Paperback | 336 pages |

£19.99

1 tables, black and white
Paul Rogers is Emeritus Professor
of Peace Studies at Bradford
University and International Security
Advisor to Open Democracy.

Written in the late 1990s, Losing Control was years, if not
decades, ahead of its time, predicting the 9/11 attacks, a
seemingly endless war on terror and the relentless increase
in revolts from the margins and bitter opposition to
wealthy elites.

Now, more than two decades later and in an era of
pandemics, climate breakdown and potential further
military activity in the Middle East, Asia and Africa, Paul
Rogers has revised and expanded the original analysis,
pointing to the 2030s and '40s as the decades that will see a
showdown between a bitter, environmentally wrecked and
deeply insecure world and a possible world order rooted in
justice and peace.

To place an order of books please email team@durnell.co.uk
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Arab Liberal Thought in the Modern
Age
Manchester University Press (IPS UK (NBNI))
6 January 2020
Provides in-depth analysis of Arab liberalism, which,
although lacking public appeal and a compelling political
underpinning, still sustained viability over time and
remained a constant part of the Arab landscape.

9781526142917
Hardback | 272 pages

£80.00

Meir Hatina is Lecturer in
Islamic and Middle Eastern Studies
at the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem.

Combining a historical perspective that traces lines of
continuity and change in Arab liberalism, an integrative
discussion of cross-sectional themes, and a comparative
analysis of the West, Turkey and Iran, this book seeks to
enrich our knowledge of liberal thought in the Arab Middle
East. In intertwining these dimensions-the historic,
integrative and comparative, Arab liberal thought in the
modern age responds to a tendency to overlook the
significance of Middle Eastern liberalism in favour of more
powerful and assertive forces embodied by authoritarian
regimes and Islamic movements.
The study focuses on the second half of the twentieth
century and the early twenty-first century. Post-1967
liberals, as their predecessors, confronted old dilemmas,
socio-economic upheavals, political instability and cultural
disorientation, but also demonstrated ideological
rejuvenation and provided liberal thought with new
emphases and visions. Arab liberals' ongoing debates over
freedom of religion, secularism, individualism, democracy
and human rights were aimed at formulating of a
comprehensive liberal project seeking to enact an Arab
Enlightenment.

To place an order of books please email team@durnell.co.uk
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ISIS : The Essential Reference Guide

A Military History of the Modern Middle East

Brian L. Steed

James Brian McNabb

ABC-CLIO (Marston Book Services) | 9781440864612

ABC-CLIO (Marston Book Services) | 9781440829635

£72.00 | HB | 307.pp | October 2019

£43.00 | HB | 451.pp | March 2017

This illuminating work offers readers a
comprehensive overview of ISIS, with more
than 100 in-depth articles on a variety of
topics related to the notorious terrorist
group, and more than a dozen key primary
source documents.

This timely study synthesizes past history
with the major military events and
dynamics of the 20th- and 21st-century
Middle East, helping readers understand
the region's present-and look into its
future.
The Middle East has been-and will continue
to be-a major influence on policy around
the globe.

Conflict in the Modern Middle East : An Encyclopedia
of Civil War, Revolutions, and Regime Change

The Failure of the Muslim Brotherhood in the Arab
World

Jonathan K. Zartman

Nawaf Obaid

ABC-CLIO (Marston Book Services) | 9781440865022

ABC-CLIO (Marston Book Services) | 9781440873966

£75.00 | HB | 409.pp | March 2020

£58.00 | HB | 339.pp | January 2020

This book provides detailed coverage of all
of the key conflict-related developments
since the Arab Spring, a seminal event
that began in December 2010 and
continues to have a major influence on
events in the Middle East, North Africa,
and beyond.

This book is an indispensable resource for
anyone looking to understand the Muslim
Brotherhood, Qatar's role in promoting the
group, and the ideological, social, and
religious factors that have led to its
ultimate failure.

Conflict in the Holy Land : From Ancient Times to the
Arab-Israeli Conflicts

Syrian Civil War : The Essential Reference Guide
Robert M. Kerr

Robert C. DiPrizio
ABC-CLIO (Marston Book Services) | 9781440867477

ABC-CLIO (Marston Book Services) | 9781440859212

£75.00 | HB | 373.pp | February 2020

£72.00 | HB | 253.pp | February 2020

With more than 250 cross-referenced
entries covering every aspect of conflict in
the Holy Land, this illuminating book will
help students understand the volatile
history of Palestine and Israel and its
impact on the rest of the world.Palestine is
considered a sacred land by Christians,
Jews, and Muslims.

This invaluable resource provides students
with a comprehensive overview of the
Syrian Civil War, with in-depth articles by
leading scholars on an array of key topics,
and several important primary source
documents.

To place an order of books please email team@durnell.co.uk
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The Kurds : An Encyclopedia of Life, Culture, and
Society

Modern Conflict in the Greater Middle East : A
Country-by-Country Guide

Sebastian Maisel

Spencer C. Tucker

ABC-CLIO (Marston Book Services) | 9781440842566

ABC-CLIO (Marston Book Services) | 9781440843600

£70.00 | HB | 376.pp | June 2018

£70.00 | HB | 420.pp | April 2017

This indispensable resource for Western
readers about the Kurds-an ancient
indigenous group that exemplifies diversity
in the Middle East-examines their history,
politics, economics, and social structure.

This reference work covers the history of
Middle East nations, addressing military,
political, diplomatic, and ideological trends
in each respective country and enabling
readers to better understand the factors
behind the crises shaping the Middle East
today.

Crude Oil, Crude Money : Aristotle Onassis, Saudi
Arabia, and the CIA

Modern Saudi Arabia
Valerie Anishchenkova

Thomas W. Lippman
ABC-CLIO (Marston Book Services) | 9781440863943

ABC-CLIO (Marston Book Services) | 9781440857041

£29.00 | HB | 266.pp | May 2019

£75.00 | HB | 365.pp | June 2020

Tells the untold story of how Exxon, Mobil,
Chevron, and Texaco teamed up with the
CIA and Department of State to thwart the
plans of Greek shipping magnate Aristotle
Onassis, who almost managed to reshape
the Middle East.

This thematic encyclopedia examines
contemporary and historical Saudi Arabia,
with entries that fall under themes such
as Geography, History, Government and
Politics, Religion and Thought, Food,
Etiquette, Media, and much more.

Structures of Displacement

The Rise and Fall of Greater Syria : A Political History
of the Syrian Social Nationalist Party

Baerbel Mueller

Carl C. Yonker
Birkhauser (HGV) | 9783035623048

De Gruyter (HGV) | 9783110728477

€39.95 | PB | 280.pp | November 2020

€77.95 | HB | 302.pp | April 2021

Structures of Displacement documents a
joint project of the [applied] Foreign Affairs
lab of the Institute of Architecture at the
University of Applied Arts Vienna and the
United Nations Industrial Development
Organization (UNIDO). The project involved
the conception and design of an agricultural
training center at Harsham Camp, a
refugee camp in Erbil in the Kurdistan
region of Iraq (2016-2019).

The Syrian Social Nationalist Party devoted
itself to reviving and unifying the Syrian
nation and establishing this nation's
complete independence over its historical
homeland, Greater Syria.

To place an order of books please email team@durnell.co.uk
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Nahe auf Distanz : Eigendynamik und mobilisierende
Kraft politischer Bilder im Internet

Shocks and Rivalries in the Middle East and North
Africa

Isabelle Busch

Imad Mansour

De Gruyter (HGV) | 9783110622416

Georgetown University Press (IPS UK (NBNI)) | 9781626167681

€49.95 | PB | 207.pp | January 2020

£33.00 | PB | 256.pp | June 2020

The Nahe auf Distanz (Proximity at a
Distance) project examines the semantic
change of photographs and videos in the
age of the internet.

Shocks and Rivalries in the Middle East
and North Africa is the first book to examine
issue-driven antagonisms within groups of
MENA states and their impact on relations
within the region. The volume also
considers how shock events can alter
interstate tensions and the trajectory of
conflict.

Radical Arab Nationalism and Political Islam
Lahouari Addi

Pursuing Moral Warfare : Ethics in American, British,
and Israeli Counterinsurgency
Marcus Schulzke

Georgetown University Press (IPS UK (NBNI)) | 9781626164505

Georgetown University Press (IPS UK (NBNI)) | 9781626166585

£26.50 | PB | 287.pp | July 2017

£27.00 | PB | 256.pp | March 2019

Is political Islam the heir of radical Arab
nationalism? If political Islam succeeds, will
it face the same challenges faced by radical
Arab nationalism? Will it be able to
implement modernity? This book assess the
history and political legacy of radical Arab
nationalism to show that it contained the
seeds of its own destruction.

During combat, soldiers make
life-and-death choices dozens of times a
day. These individual decisions accumulate
to determine the outcome of wars. This
work examines the theory and practice of
military ethics in counterinsurgency
operations.

Pursuing Moral Warfare : Ethics in American, British,
and Israeli Counterinsurgency

Israel under Siege : The Politics of Insecurity and the
Rise of the Israeli Neo-Revisionist Right

Marcus Schulzke

Raffaella A. Del Sarto

Georgetown University Press (IPS UK (NBNI)) | 9781626166578

Georgetown University Press (IPS UK (NBNI)) | 9781626164062

£83.50 | HB | 256.pp | March 2019

£74.50 | HB | 296.pp | June 2017

During combat, soldiers make
life-and-death choices dozens of times a
day. These individual decisions accumulate
to determine the outcome of wars. This
work examines the theory and practice of
military ethics in counterinsurgency
operations.

Examines the creation of Israel's
neo-revisionist consensus about security
threats and regional order, which took hold
of Israeli politics and society after 2000 and
persists today.

To place an order of books please email team@durnell.co.uk
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Israel's Long War with Hezbollah : Military
Innovation and Adaptation Under Fire

Critical Issues in Healthcare Policy and Politics in the
Gulf Cooperation Council States

Raphael D. Marcus

Ravinder Mamtani

Georgetown University Press (IPS UK (NBNI)) | 9781626166103

Georgetown University Press (IPS UK (NBNI)) | 9781626165014

£83.50 | HB | 320.pp | October 2018

£29.00 | PB | 192.pp | January 2018

Israel's Long War with Hezbollah is both
the first complete military history of the
decades-long conflict between Israel and
Hezbollah and an analysis of military
innovation and adaptation. The book is
based on unique fieldwork in Israel and
Lebanon, extensive research into Hebrew
and Arabic primary sources, and dozens
of original interviews.

This is the first book to examine challenges
in the healthcare sector in the six Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) countries (Saudi
Arabia, Oman, the United Arab Emirates,
Qatar, Kuwait, and Bahrain).

Critical Issues in Healthcare Policy and Politics in the
Gulf Cooperation Council States

Women and Gender Perspectives in the Military : An
International Comparison

Ravinder Mamtani

Robert Egnell

Georgetown University Press (IPS UK (NBNI)) | 9781626165007

Georgetown University Press (IPS UK (NBNI)) | 9781626166257

£89.00 | HB | 192.pp | January 2018

£83.50 | HB | 278.pp | February 2019

This is the first book to examine challenges
in the healthcare sector in the six Gulf
Cooperation Council (GCC) countries (Saudi
Arabia, Oman, the United Arab Emirates,
Qatar, Kuwait, and Bahrain).

Women and Gender Perspectives in
the Military compares the integration of
women, gender perspectives, and the
women, peace, and security agenda into
the armed forces of eight countries plus
NATO and UN peacekeeping operations.
The countries examined are Sweden, the
Netherlands, Canada, the United States, the
UK, Israel, Australia, and South Africa.

Parallel State

The History of Libya

Guy Martin

Bukola A. Oyeniyi

GOST Books (Macmillan Distribution (MDL)) | 9781910401224

Greenwood Publishing Group Inc (Marston Book Services) | 9781440856068

£50.00 | HB | 256.pp | November 2018

£47.00 | HB | 250.pp | March 2019

Photographer Guy Martin investigates the
blurred lines between reality and fiction in
Turkey.

Covers Libyan history from the prehistoric
period through the Phoenician, Roman, and
Islamic/Ottoman periods to Italian
colonization, independence, and the 2011
uprising and civil war.Libya experienced its
own Arab Spring in February of 2011,
ultimately leading to a civil war in which
different groups have since been vying for
power.

To place an order of books please email team@durnell.co.uk
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The History of Syria

Songs in Dark Times : Yiddish Poetry of Struggle
from Scottsboro to Palestine

John A. Shoup

Amelia M. Glaser
Greenwood Publishing Group Inc (Marston Book Services) | 9781440858345

Harvard University Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9780674248458

£47.00 | HB | 219.pp | October 2018

£31.95 | HB | 368.pp | November 2020

Syria is a country in turmoil, making
headlines almost daily with news about its
violent civil war and refugee crisis.

Between the world wars, a generation of
Jewish leftists reached out to other
embattled peoples of the earth-Palestinian
Arabs, African Americans, Spanish
Republicans-in Yiddish verse. Songs in
Dark Times examines the richly layered
meanings of this project, grounded in
Jewish collective trauma but embracing a
global community of the oppressed.

Ruling the Savage Periphery : Frontier Governance
and the Making of the Modern State

Defining Israel : The Jewish State, Democracy, and
the Law

Benjamin D. Hopkins

Simon Rabinovitch

Harvard University Press (John Wiley & Sons Ltd) | 9780674980709

Hebrew Union College Press,U.S. (IPS UK (NBNI)) | 9780878201624

£39.95 | HB | 288.pp | May 2020

£28.50 | PB | 300.pp | December 2018

Benjamin Hopkins develops a new theory
of colonial administration: frontier
governmentality. This system placed
indigenous peoples at the borders of
imperial territory, where they could be both
exploited and kept away. Today's "failed
states" are a result. Condemned to the
periphery of the global order, they function
as colonial design intended.

The first book in any language devoted to
the controversial passage of Israel's
nation-state law. Israel has no constitution,
and though it calls itself the Jewish state
there is no agreement among Israelis on
how that fact should be reflected in the
government's laws or by its courts.

Development, Architecture, and the Formation of
Heritage in Late Twentieth-Century Iran : A Vital

Turkey Facing East : Islam, Modernity and Foreign
Policy

Ali Mozaffari

Ayla Gol

Manchester University Press (IPS UK (NBNI)) | 9781526150158

Manchester University Press (IPS UK (NBNI)) | 9781526107480

£80.00 | HB | 304.pp | October 2020

£30.00 | PB | 224.pp | June 2017

What is the relationship between
development as a globalizing project and
the production of cultural specificities in
developmental contexts? Utilising an
architectural lens, this book illustrates how
development instigates interest in the past
and in the process, creates heritage. It show
multiple uses of the past and their
contestation in highly fluid social contexts.

Analyses Turkey's relations with its Eastern
neighbours - Azerbaijan, Armenia and the
Soviet Union - during the emergence of the
modern Turkish nation-state from the ruins
of the Ottoman Empire.

To place an order of books please email team@durnell.co.uk
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Migration Diplomacy in the Middle East and North
Africa : Power, Mobility, and the State

Neoliberalism and Neo-Jihadism : Propaganda and
Finance in Al Qaeda and Islamic State

Gerasimos Tsourapas

Imogen Richards

Manchester University Press (IPS UK (NBNI)) | 9781526132093

Manchester University Press (IPS UK (NBNI)) | 9781526143204

£80.00 | HB | 192.pp | July 2021

£80.00 | HB | 272.pp | September 2020

How does migration feature in states'
diplomatic agendas across the Middle East?
Drawing on multi-sited fieldwork and
employing a range of case-studies across
the Middle East and North Africa,
Tsourapas identifies how the management
of cross-border mobility in the Middle East
is not primarily dictated by legal, moral, or
human rights considerations but driven by
state actors' key concern - political power.

Neoliberalism and Neo-jihadism
investigates the political economy of Al
Qaeda and Islamic State. Its examination
reveals that while these organisations
propagandise on the basis of widespread
anti-capitalist sentiments, at the same
time they exploit and contribute to the
same mechanisms of neoliberal, late
modern capitalist finance they condemn.

The Sword is Not Enough : Arabs, Israelis, and the
Limits of Military Force

Oil and the Political Economy in the Middle East :
Post-2014 Adjustment Policies of the Arab Gulf and

Jeremy Pressman

Martin Beck

Manchester University Press (IPS UK (NBNI)) | 9781526146175

Manchester University Press (IPS UK (NBNI)) | 9781526149091

£25.00 | HB | 296.pp | August 2020

£85.00 | HB | 296.pp | August 2021

In this lucid and timely new book Jeremy
Pressman demonstrates that the default
use of military force on both sides of the
Arab-Israeli conflict has prevented its
peaceful resolution.

This is the first comprehensive analysis of
the Middle East political economy in
response to the oil price decline in 2014.
Based on a heuristic framework inspired by
rentierism, the volume contains original
studies on Bahrain, Egypt, Jordan, Kuwait,
Lebanon, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, and
the United Arab Emirates.

Houses Built on Sand : Violence, Sectarianism and
Revolution in the Middle East

Houses Built on Sand : Violence, Sectarianism and
Revolution in the Middle East

Simon Mabon

Simon Mabon

Manchester University Press (IPS UK (NBNI)) | 9781526126467

Manchester University Press (IPS UK (NBNI)) | 9781526160348

£80.00 | HB | 272.pp | February 2020

£20.00 | PB | 272.pp | September 2021

This book explores the Arab Uprisings and
the instability that engulfed the region in
the following years. It argues that to
understand the events of the uprisings we
must look at relations between rulers and
ruled along with the strategies used by
regimes to exert sovereign power.

This book explores the Arab Uprisings and
the instability that engulfed the region in
the following years. It argues that to
understand the events of the uprisings we
must look at relations between rulers and
ruled along with the strategies used by
regimes to exert sovereign power.

To place an order of books please email team@durnell.co.uk
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Religion, War and Israel's Secular Millennials : Being
Reasonable?

The Discourse of Propaganda : Case Studies from the
Persian Gulf War and the War on Terror

Stacey Gutkowski

John Oddo

Manchester University Press (IPS UK (NBNI)) | 9781526139993

Pennsylvania State University Press (IPS UK (NBNI)) | 9780271081175

£80.00 | HB | 296.pp | October 2020

£27.95 | PB | 304.pp | October 2018

Based on fieldwork, interviews and surveys
conducted in the aftermath of the 2014
Gaza War, this book explores what is it like
to come of age as a 'secular' millennial in
Israel after the failure of the Oslo peace
process, when Palestinian and Israeli
leaders have used ethnicity and religion to
divide. It sheds new light on why peace
may be further than ever.

Using case studies from recent American
military interventions, examines
propaganda as an intertextual process, one
in which discourse is recontextualized
faithfully by multiple parties over time.
Explores how messages are constructed,
performed, and recontextualized in new
and diverse situations.

Cracks in the Wall : Beyond Apartheid in
Palestine/Israel

On the Arab-Jew, Palestine, and Other
Displacements : Selected Writings of Ella Shohat

Ben White

Ella Shohat

Pluto Press (Marston Book Services) | 9780745337623

Pluto Press (Marston Book Services) | 9780745399508

£75.00 | HB | 224.pp | May 2018

£85.00 | HB | 480.pp | April 2017

A sharp analysis of the widening cracks in
Israel's traditional pillars of support.

A vivid, intellectual journey through the
works of the renowned writer.

Why Turkey is Authoritarian : From Ataturk to
Erdogan

Why Turkey is Authoritarian : From Ataturk to
Erdogan

Halil Karaveli

Halil Karaveli

Pluto Press (Marston Book Services) | 9780745337562

Pluto Press (Marston Book Services) | 9780745337555

£75.00 | HB | 256.pp | June 2018

£14.99 | PB | 256.pp | June 2018

A radical history of Turkey, from the end of
the Ottoman Empire to the present day,
rejecting traditional narratives of a 'clash of
civilisations'.

A radical history of Turkey, from the end of
the Ottoman Empire to the present day,
rejecting traditional narratives of a 'clash of
civilisations'.

To place an order of books please email team@durnell.co.uk
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Kurdish Hizbullah in Turkey : Islamism, Violence and
the State

Losing Control : Global Security in the Twenty-first
Century

Mehmet Kurt

Paul Rogers

Pluto Press (Marston Book Services) | 9780745399348

Pluto Press (Marston Book Services) | 9780745343686

£50.00 | HB | 208.pp | March 2017

£75.00 | HB | 336.pp | July 2021

An academic insider's account of the
Islamist social movement Kurdish
Hizbullah.

New, updated edition of the bestselling
book that predicted post-9/11 global
insecurity.

Sara : Prison Memoir of a Kurdish Revolutionary

Sara : Prison Memoir of a Kurdish Revolutionary

Sakine Cansiz

Sakine Cansiz

Pluto Press (Marston Book Services) | 9780745339849

Pluto Press (Marston Book Services) | 9780745339832

£75.00 | HB | 368.pp | August 2019

£19.99 | PB | 368.pp | August 2019

The second instalment of the iconic
memoirs of one of the first female fighters
of the PKK.

The second instalment of the iconic
memoirs of one of the first female fighters
of the PKK.

Revolutionary Learning : Marxism, Feminism and
Knowledge

Masters of the Pearl : A History of Qatar
Michael Quentin Morton

Sara Carpenter
Pluto Press (Marston Book Services) | 9780745336435

Reaktion Books (Grantham Book Services (GBS) ) | 9781789143119

£85.00 | HB | 160.pp | February 2017

£25.00 | HB | 256.pp | August 2020

A collection of essays exploring the Marxist
and feminist theorisation in education and
learning.

Sheds new light on Qatar, a country that
has previously defied explanation.

To place an order of books please email team@durnell.co.uk
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Striking From The Margins : State, Religion and
Devolution of Authority in the Middle East

Khatt : Egypt's Calligraphic Landscape
Basma Hamdy

Aziz Al-Azmeh
Saqi Books (Marston Book Services) | 9780863561399

Saqi Books (Marston Book Services) | 9780863569012

£29.99 | PB | 352.pp | May 2021

£25.00 | HB | 160.pp | September 2018

Placing much-needed emphasis on the
re-emergence of religion, this timely and
vital volume offers a new, critical approach
to the study of the volatile and evolving
cultural, social and political landscapes of
the Middle East.

A colourful and beautifully produced
volume, documenting calligraphic
expressions found in cities across Egypt.

Winds of Change : The Challenge of Modernity in the
Middle East and North Africa

Yemen in Crisis : Autocracy, Neo-Liberalism and the
Disintegration of a State

Cyrus Rohani

Helen Lackner

Saqi Books (Marston Book Services) | 9780863563881

Saqi Books (Marston Book Services) | 9780863561931

£25.00 | PB | 304.pp | November 2019

£25.00 | HB | 400.pp | October 2017

In this timely study, world renowned
Middle Eastern and Western scholars and
advisers provide expert analyses of the
contemporary affairs of the MENA region
and offer solutions for achieving peace,
security and prosperity. Ideal for students
and lecturers of Middle Eastern Studies,
political sciences, Islamic studies and
globalisation.

This is the definitive, readable study by
eminent expert Helen Lackner revealing the
conflicts that threaten Yemen's very
survival.

The Gulf Cooperation Council States: Hereditary
Succession, Oil and Foreign Powers

I Can Only Tell You What My Eyes See: Photographs
from the Refugee Crisis

Yousef Khalifa Al-Yousef
Saqi Books (Marston Book Services) | 9780863561474

Saqi Books (Marston Book Services) | 9780863561795

£45.00 | HB | 413.pp | February 2017

£25.00 | PB | 192.pp | May 2017

In his timely and exhaustive analysis of the
political economies of the GCC states since
the 1970s to the present, Dr Yousef Khalifa
Al-Yousef examines the factors responsible
for the failure of the states to achieve
lasting change in development and
security.

In October 2015, photographer Giles Duley
was commissioned by the UNHCR to
document the refugee crisis.

To place an order of books please email team@durnell.co.uk
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The Arab Nationalist Advisor : Yusuf Yassin of Saudi
Arabia

Israel, the United States, and the War Against
Hamas, JulyAugust 2014 : The Special Relationship

Joseph A Kechichian

Zaki Shalom

Sussex Academic Press (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9781845198046

Sussex Academic Press (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9781789760491

£35.00 | HB | 320.pp | May 2021

£27.50 | PB | 144.pp | January 2020

Shaykh Yusuf Yassin (18921962) marked the
contemporary history of the Kingdom of
Saudi Arabia in his capacity as a favorite
advisor who was the founder monarchs
confidential secretary, relentless envoy and
chief foreign policy consultant.

Operation Protective Edge, launched on 8
July 2014, saw heavy fighting between the
Israel Defense Forces and Hamas in Gaza.
Throughout the war US government media
spokespersons confirmed Israels right to
self-defense against rockets and tunnels,
and condemned Hamas for initiating the
conflict and its use of human shields.

The Red Sea Region between War and Reconciliation
Shaul Shay

Farewell Shiraz : An Iranian Memoir of Revolution
and Exile
Cyrus Kadivar

Sussex Academic Press (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9781845199968

The American University in Cairo Press (IPS UK (NBNI)) | 9789774168260

£65.00 | HB | 224.pp | August 2019

£29.95 | HB | 424.pp | July 2017

The Red Sea is one of the worlds most
important trade routes, a theater of power
struggle among local, regional and global
powers. Military and political developments
continue to impact on the geostrategic
landscape of the region in the context of its
trade thoroughfare for Europe, China,
Japan and India; freedom of navigation is a
strategic interest for Egypt, and essential
for Israels economic ties with Asia.

A poignant memoir of pre-1979 Iran and
the human drama behind the fall of the last
shah

The Muslim Brothers in Society : Everyday Politics,
Social Action, and Islamism in Mubarak's Egypt

Constructions of Masculinity in the Middle East and
North Africa : Literature, Film, and National

Marie Vannetzel

Mohja Kahf

The American University in Cairo Press (IPS UK (NBNI)) | 9789774169625

The American University in Cairo Press (IPS UK (NBNI)) | 9789774169755

£39.95 | HB | 312.pp | January 2021

£45.00 | HB | 400.pp | March 2021

Based on long-term fieldwork among
grassroots networks and on interviews with
Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood (MB)
deputies, members, and beneficiaries, this
book shows how the MB operated on a
day-to-day basis in society, through social
brokering, constituent relations, and
popular outreach.

This edited collection examines
constructions of both hegemonic and
marginalized masculinities in the MENA
region, through literary criticism, film
studies, discourse analysis, anthropological
accounts, and studies of military culture.

To place an order of books please email team@durnell.co.uk
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Landscapes of Music in Istanbul - A Cultural Politics
of Place and Exclusion : A Cultural Politics of Place

Inclusion through Exclusion - How Young Immigrant
Israelis in the Nationalist Yisra'el Beitenu Party Read

Alex G. Papadopoulos

Anja Schmidt-kleiner

Transcript Verlag (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9783837633580

Transcript Verlag (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9783837645590

£31.99 | PB | 192.pp | August 2021

£31.99 | PB | 218.pp | August 2021

Everyday articulations of music, place,
urban politics, and inclusion/exclusion are
powerfully present in Istanbul.

Anja Schmidt-Kleinert examines the case of
young Israelis who are actively engaged
with the nationalist Yisra'el Beitenu party,
led by the Israeli minister of defense,
Avigdor Lieberman. She explores how they
present an exclusionary vision of
citizenship and construct a sense of
belonging by reproducing ethnonationalist
discourse.

Creative Resistance - Political Humor in the Arab
Uprisings : Political Humor in the Arab Uprisings

Blogging in Beirut - An Ethnography of a Digital
Media Practice : An Ethnography of a Digital Media

Sabine Damir-geilsdor

Sarah Jurkiewicz

Transcript Verlag (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9783837640694

Transcript Verlag (Gazelle Book Services Ltd.) | 9783837641424

£36.99 | PB | 200.pp | August 2021

£36.99 | PB | 374.pp | August 2021

During the uprisings of the Arab Spring,
oppositional movements used political
humor to criticize political leaders or to
expose the absurdities of sociopolitical
conditions. This comprehensive study of
political humor in the uprisings explores
the varieties and functions of humor as a
creative tool for resistance.

Unlike previous media-analytic research,
Sarah Jurkiewicz's anthropological study
understands blogging as a social field and
a domain of practice.

Challenging Theocracy : Ancient Lessons for Global
Politics

Yemen in Crisis : The Road to War
Helen Lackner

David E. Tabachnick
University of Toronto Press (IPS UK (NBNI)) | 9781442626676

Verso Books (Marston Book Services) | 9781788735537

£28.99 | PB | 368.pp | May 2018

£16.99 | PB | 352.pp | April 2019

Analyzing the relationship between religion
and politics throughout the Middle East,
Africa, and the United States, as well as
classical and medieval political
philosophical sources, Challenging
Theocracy critiques the contemporary
formation of theocracy and the persistence
of theocratic ideas around the world.

Expert analysis of Yemen's social and
political crisis, with profound implications
for the fate of the Arab World.

To place an order of books please email team@durnell.co.uk

Afghanistan and Middle Eastern politics - academic (new and key backlist)
The Age of Jihad : Islamic State and the Great War
for the Middle East

The People Are Not an Image : Vernacular Video
After the Arab Spring

Patrick Cockburn

Peter Snowdon

Verso Books (Marston Book Services) | 9781786630421

Verso Books (Marston Book Services) | 9781788733168

£26.99 | PB | 464.pp | November 2017

£25.00 | HB | 304.pp | September 2020

From the award-winning author of The
Rise of Islamic State, the essential story of
the Middle East's disintegration.

A major intervention in media studies
theorizes the politics and aesthetics of
internet video.

To place an order of books please email team@durnell.co.uk

